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1. Introduction 
 
The idea of the round table was to share up-to-date information of on-going research and existing good 
practices, as well as to support the Romanian MSP authority and involved sectoral ministries. Specific needs 
from the MSP authority and sectoral ministries were identified beforehand: 
 

• What is the relationship between the national plan and other national/European regulations? 
• How to extract relevant conclusions from a mass of raw data? 
• How to integrate cross-sectorally and analyse synergies or conflicts? 
• What is the relationship between terrestrial and maritime areas and how to interact with ICZM 

aspects? 
 
The roundtable addressed these identified topics and aimed to find out more about specific needs. During 
the day, the focus was on methodologies necessary for the elaboration of a national MSP. Discussions after 
the presentations linked directly to examples of current processes and provided input. The roundtable 
fostered a better understanding of the four selected aspects of MSP, taking into account the importance of 
strengthening collaboration between administrative institutions. Time for discussion and exchange 
concretely addressed the most pressing questions from the participants and provided answers how 
regarding MSP can be turned into a real planning process. The roundtable also took into account results of 
the MARSPLAN-BS project.  
 
The meeting was held under the Chatham House Rule to encourage openness and the sharing of 
information. It was highlighted several times that further information is available on the MSP Platform 
website. The platform also has other experts, which could provide additional information. 

Please see attached ppt. No. 1, Appendix 3 
 

2. Participants  
Participants have been selected by the Romanian MSP authority (MRDPAEF) and - other than invited 
experts - came from this authority (please see attendance list in Appendix 1). Some have been involved in 
the process for longer, whereas some are quite new to the topic and will deal with the subject during the 
next years.  
 
The invited experts were:  
 

• Steven Vandenborre (Belgian MSP authority),  
• Jacek Zaucha (MSP Platform, s.Pro/MIG),  
• Emiliano Ramieri (MSP Platform, Thetis), and  
• Susanne Altvater (MSP Platform, s.Pro) who also moderated the meeting.  

 

3. Format of the day  
The day was a mix of presentations and group discussions. As a start, the MSP authority provided an 
overview of the current status of the national process, existing challenges and efforts. The following 
presentations brought participants up-to-date with current national MSP processes and provided ideas on 
how existing approaches could support the development and implementation of MSP in Romania. The day 
was structured into four topics although the last topic – land-sea interaction – was not debated in as much 
detail as the other three topics due to the strong interest of the participants in the first three topics.  
 
After each presentation or a block of presentations on a specific topic, participants could ask questions to 
the presenter and collectively brainstorm about:  
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a) What did I learn?  
b) What did I not understand?  
c) What can I take for my future work? 
 
The results have been noted on a flip chart. The discussions can be a starting point for further discussion 
and meetings, also for example jointly with the Bulgarian MSP authority under the frame of the MSP 
Platform “workshops upon request” service.  
 
Please see Appendix 2 for a more detailed agenda.  
 

4. Introductory remarks by authority  
Bogdan Ghinea, as coordinator of the MSP process within the Romanian MSP authority, provided an 
overview of the current status of the national process and stressed that now the real process is starting. He 
expressed his hope that the round table will clarify steps within the MSP process to support the elaboration 
of the documents.  
 
Afterwards, the round table continued with an overview of existing types of MSP approaches, for example 
in Lithuania, Belgium, England, Scotland and Germany (see presentation 2), and introduced the roundtable 
topics. 
 
Participants discussed the different approaches and agreed that the strategic Lithuanian approach is of 
interest. It allows reservation of areas of special concern, e.g. for oil and gas, which is key for Romania, or to 
foresee areas already reserved by other uses like mineral resources, or priority no go areas to assure the 
maintenance of ecosystem services through healthy ecosystems. The approach could be implemented by a 
general plan and more detailed plans for specific sites, such as the Danube Delta with its very special 
conditions and sensitive environment. A vision for the sea space does not exist yet but a general approach 
to the EU Integrated Maritime Policy has been developed. The Romanian approach is to identify hot-spot 
areas as a first step of the stocktaking exercise to see which sectors and areas have to be planned. For 
example, the need for sand to mitigate coastal erosion and to ensure beach nourishment was mentioned. 
Finally, different options of the character of the Romanian MSP have been discussed, ranging from a) a 
descriptive document plus strategies, b) a strong regulatory framework to c) an in-between solution like in 
Poland. 

Please see attached ppt. No. 2, Appendix 3 

5. Topic 1 – Establishing a framework – link between national and non-national strategies.  
An introductory presentation set the context for the session (presentation 3). Descriptors of the Maritime 
Strategic Framework Directive (MSFD) relevant for the MSP process were also presented (presentation 4). 

Steven Vandenborre: The Belgian experience 
After highlighting the main challenges when drafting the Belgian MSP, the presentation described in more 
detail the MSP procedure and content. The plan will be evaluated every 6 years. The MSFD will be spatially 
impacted by the MSP. Techniques to coordinate several processes are:  

• Coordination of procedures, e.g. the consultation period of the MSP and the SEA procedure 
• Multi-use of data, e.g. initial assessment of MSFD and the stocktaking for the MSP 
• Involvement of units/persons in charge of other relevant policies 
• Accommodation of potential evolutions of other processes 

Discussion 
Discussion points included 

• When elaborating the MSP, link to terrestrial planning 
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• Important to focus on specific aspects when linking to other strategies and not trying to meet all 
expectations  

• Always structure the process / consultation from the very beginning to assure real involvement of 
stakeholders and to plan financial resources realistically 

• Problem: exchange of data between units, sectors or sub-regional administration -> MSP can be a 
good way to foster the exchange of data and support collaboration between different governance 
levels; this always needs a good internal planning 

• The inter-ministerial group in Romania can push the process by the (state secretary, supported by 
the technical level) 

• So far, a national strategy covering only land exists in Romania 
• The Romanian MSP Plan will be approved by law, requiring specific consultation steps  
• Cross-border consultation with other Black Sea countries might be really challenging 
• Process needs time (6-10 years); updating an MSP plan is challenging. A balance between 

updating scope and resource needs must be pursued (e.g. updating of specific aspects more 
frequently and full update of the plan more rarely) 

• In any case one should not wait for an ideal MSP and the approach of “trial and error” should be 
followed 

• MSP has accommodate new (foreseeable) uses, in order to avoid time-consuming intermediary 
changes (BE) 

• Learning from the Belgian MSP process: some areas are open for commercial, not yet defined 
activities  

• Oil / gas: knowledge quite extensive -> no big changes seem necessary in Romanian MSP 
• Conclusion:  

- A wide range of adaptive tools are available 
- Not always necessary to modify the whole plan but parts or sections of the plan 
- Translation for neighbour status -> install a trans-boundary committee to discuss important 

issues like exchange of data or bordering pipelines 

Please see attached ppt. No. 3 and 4, Appendix 3 

6. Topic 2 – Data 
The session started with a presentation about a data study elaborated under the EU MSP Platform and 
continued with insights of the Polish and Belgian approaches and experiences. 

Susanne Altvater: Results of the data study (MSP Platform) 
The MSP Data Study (2017) referred to the guiding questions: what do planners need and which data have 
been used so far. It does not answer the question about the availability of data on national levels. In 
general, it can be concluded that different styles of planning create different types of evidence. However, 
countries are using similar data categories ranging from environmental and administrative to data about 
human activities and socio-economic impacts of activities. A list of data categories – available on the MSP 
Platform – was presented and distributed as a hand-out. The presentation also referred to data 
infrastructure reviews and data needs like moving from descriptive to strategic evidence and the need for 
spatial evaluation tools and exchange of practices.  

Please see attached ppt. No. 5, Appendix 3 

Jacek Zaucha: The Polish experience 
The Polish draft of an MSP foresees a coastal strip, which is of importance for the whole approach. The 
available data covers both, land and sea. The presentation showed the data gathering and data inventory 
process. However, only 10% of the data was finally used when drafting the plan. During the stocktaking 
process, the focus was on a) what is there and b) what is planned there. Some information was available in 
the format and resolution as being not so suitable for the planning purposes. Therefore, it is important to 
use new kinds of information (collected from stakeholders) as well as existing data related to the key spatial 
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challenges and only use what is necessary. The presentation also referred to the most useful information, 
such data on erosion, mineral resources and storage of CO2. Some of these were not been clear 
beforehand.  Also, temporal closure of uses due to environmental needs seem to be a relevant way to 
combine uses. In the fishing sector, the ICES reference grid squares were too big to use for the planning. 
Instead, the net profit of large fishing vessels was assessed to identify the most important fishing grounds. 
This exercise took half a year and was far cheaper than the normal assessments taking several years. 
Presented maps underlined the findings of the Polish planning process. 

Please see attached ppt. No. 6, Appendix 3 
 

Steven Vandenborre: The Belgian experience  
The process that is designed foresees a strong involvement of stakeholders to achieve transparency, trust 
and to share data. More useful information can be achieved via: 

• Bond of trust – create the context for an exchange of information between authorities and 
stakeholders in which all parties feel that this exchange will contribute to a balanced MSP; 

• Checks and balances   
o check by other stakeholders and/or independent check 
o required degree of validation depends on importance for MSP 

• Smart planning  
o ‘point of no return’ only when information sufficiently mature 
o flexible planning process  

Please see attached ppt. No. 7, Appendix 3 

Discussion 
• Take into account the findings of the MSP Data Study 
• Data needs and types depend on step you are taking -> stocktaking, vision, compatibility 

assessment 
• Polish experience 

- Only 10% of data have been finally used 
- Focus on: What is there and what is planned there? 
- Trial and error with most useful information 
- Use temporal data to soften conflicts 
- Assessment of most relevant fishing grounds 

• Validated and non-validated data exist, e.g. data from formal monitoring and/or projects and 
studies. Although the latter are not validated, they can be useful if transparently shared and if all 
stakeholders are taken in consideration. Specific check-routines should be incorporated for 
accuracy, meaningfulness and security of data; 

• The audience asked whether there have been any court cases related to ownership of data; in 
Belgium and Poland not so far 

• It may useful to combine data of different time periods; however, it depends on the sector: for e.g. 
the fishing sector, these kind of data are useful 

• Conclusion: 
- Data as incentive to support positive attitude of stakeholders 
- Use also qualitative data and local knowledge 
- Adapt indicators of how the uses affect each other in economic terms regarding MSP needs 

and show how uses change the value of maritime space 
- It is very important to define what MSP can deal with and what not (this affect data to be 

collected) 
- Multi-use of same data can be highly relevant to share cost and burden 
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7. Topic 3 – Cross-sector approaches 
In this session, cross-sectoral approaches were discussed based on the Italian experience and 
complemented by insights gathered during other national processes. 

Emiliano Ramieri: The Italian experience 
The presentation focused on the policy perspective and dealt specifically with starting of the MSP process. 
In Italy, a multi-level governance system has been established. An Inter-ministerial Coordination Table 
elaborated the recently approved guidelines for the implementation of MSP and elaboration of MSP plans. 
It also identified marine areas to be covered by MSP. A Technical Committee, coordinated by the Ministry 
of Infrastructure and Transport (the Italian MSP competent authority) will be responsible for the elaboration 
of the MSP and the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA). The approach follows nested objectives: 
main scope, multi-sector strategic objectives and specific/operational objectives. 

Please see attached ppt. No. 8, Appendix 3 

Discussion 
• The Romanian authority outlined the main conflicts. For example, there are strong conflicts 

between the oil sector and Natura 2000 sites.  
• A specific example was presented: a pipeline from the sea to the terrestrial part was conflicting with 

a RAMSAR site in the Danube Delta. A first compromise was found through a technical solution 
allowing the pipeline through a small part of a nature reserve with the advantage to avoid a long 
pipeline through the whole area, reducing the impact on the area and saving natural space and 
costs. 

• Other conflicts: fisheries and nature protection, nature protection and military 
• Approaches were discussed how to involve mayors and other stakeholders 
• The need to find synergies to reduce conflicts was outlined with different examples in Poland, 

Germany and Belgium 
• Show consequences (legal) for the sectors and implement them consequently to mitigate one-side 

approaches which do not take into account needs of other sectors 
• Beside matrix of conflicts and synergies among uses, a matrix of stakeholders is a proven tool to get 

a very good overview 
• Formalise process to find out who is already on board and whom to consult again; double 

consultation might be necessary for specific, more reluctant sectors 
• Conclusion: In Romania the stakeholder involvement should be used to adapt decisions; while 

elaborating the national MSP essential steps should be continuously communicated to the 
stakeholders to build trust among them 

Þ Combination of logical structure of MSP and legal/institutional procedure similar to Belgium and 
Italy 

• Specific case of the Danube Delta: involvement of NGOs? There exist documents which define the 
involvement of stakeholders 

• During the MARSPLAN-BS project implementation there were consultations with the identified 
stakeholders. Also, within the formal procedure for drafting and approving the MSP, clear steps 
are stipulated for consultation with all identified stakeholders. 

Þ The strategies for an integrated involvement of NGOs like the WWF and for continuous funding 
should be not too complicated. 

• How far upstream will the MSP authority plan the Danube River? It is still not clear how far the 
national MSP will approach these areas. This question directly leads to the next topic, land-sea 
interaction. 

• Recommendation: learn from existing friction cases and check the FAQ page of the MSP Platform 
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8. Topic 4 – Land-sea interaction 
In a final session, participants started to identify what input/ results from the LSI workshop in Malta (2017) 
would be directly useful for their national MSP process and the involved authorities. Reflections and 
discussions focused on the following questions: 
 
•  Which of the presented approaches is most suitable for us? 
•  How can we avoid the artificial segregation between terrestrial and marine areas? 

Please see attached ppt. No. 9, Appendix 3 

Discussion 
• Participants agreed that the approach to extend terrestrial planning into the marine area may not 

be practical in Romania. A decision will be taken within the Committee for MSP. Far more 
interesting is the management of LSI through ICZM initiatives or through coordination of separate 
terrestrial and maritime spatial plans.  

• In Italy legislation provides a definition for land-sea and sea-land interaction. The MSP guidelines 
issued by the Inter-Ministerial Coordination Table provide initial general criteria for the 
identification of land areas to be considered for the analysis of LSI. 

• Other examples of Latvia and Sweden show that planning of coastal waters is possible although 
MSPs exist. In Latvia, within the legislation on MSP there is no indication on landward limits, but just 
the overall requirement that the principle of land-sea-linkage shall be implemented. Until now, the 
terrestrial planning excluded coastal waters, except port administrative areas. Here, coastal 
municipalities are responsible for ports etc. Although coastal municipalities are allowed to plan 
coastal water areas related to the recreational development since 2015, there are no plans drafted 
or initiated on local levels that include coastal waters up to 2 km. Therefore, the implemented 
national MSP is applicable for coastal areas. 

• Germany follows in specific cases a voluntary approach regarding the implementation of the MSP 
Directive.  

• Spain is currently establishing a framework for MSP and provides an example for the sharing of 
competencies in coastal zones.  

• Conclusion: The Romanian MSP authority will further analyse the legal and administrative situation 
to find the best available way for ensuring land-sea interaction in line with the existing ICZM 
approach and the MSPD. The specific case of the Danube Delta could be approached by using 
existing management plans and integrate them into a national MSP. 

 

9. Wrap-up 
The wrap-up showed that there are still challenging issues regarding each discussed topic. Specific aspects 
were mentioned by participants, which seem most interesting for the development of the MSP: 

• Consider so-called white areas to allow modified planning in the future 
• Categories for commercial activities should be included into the plan to open space for users  
• How can a plan be modified if a zone is not marked yet? Is it necessary to change the whole plan? 
• Link the licensing system to the MSP process and involve licensing offices and administration in 

stakeholder workshops and consultation 
• Permits regarding specific sectors like renewables should be linked to the plan  
• Flexible planning processes allow stakeholders to create ownership and to raise acceptance also 

among those sectors which are currently not interested in the MSP process 
 

10. Next steps 
Romanian participants agreed to further use the opportunity to gather information offered by the MSP 
Platform. The wrap-up showed that there are still many open and already very detailed questions. Here, a 
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further round table on these specific aspects or another way of information exchange is desirable. Also a 
new initiative for a second meeting jointly with the Bulgarian MSP authority was taken into account. 
Collaboration on future work on MSP aspects seems to be key for successful planning in each of the 
countries.  
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11. Appendix 1- Attendance list 
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12. Appendix 2 – Agenda 
 
9.00 – 9.30 Arrival 
 
9.30 – 9.45 Welcome and introduction – Scope and objective of the round table  
 
9.45 – 10.15 Tour de table / expectations of participants 
 
10.15- 11.15 Establishing a framework – link between national and non-national strategies (understanding 
national MSP specificities: different country approaches with a focus on the relation between the national 
plan and other national/European regulations, MSFD and MSP D) 

• What are key questions of the Romanian MSP authority? – Keynotes from the Ministry of Regional 
Development and Public Administration (10 min) 

• Presentations:  
o Overview of MSP approaches in Europe 
o How are national plans and strategies/plans of other countries / sea basins / the EU 

interlinked? Examples of Italy and Belgium, other countries in relation to sea conventions 
and maritime strategies (Thetis, Belgian MSP authority, s.Pro) (20 min) 
 

Ø Discussion: Lessons learned? (30 min) 
The discussion is a collective brainstorming about: 
• What did I learn from the approach?  
• What have I not understood? 
• What can I take for my future work 
• What do I still need? 

 
11.15 – 11.30 Coffee break 

 
11.30-12.45 Data (different types of data, need of quantitative and qualitative data)  

• What are key questions of the Romanian inter-ministerial group? Keynotes from involved 
authorities (10 min) 
Ø Presentations on data: a) data study (Susanne Altvater) b) results of projects taking place in 

the Mediterranean Sea like ADRIPLAN, data approaches in the Mediterranean Sea basin 
(Emiliano Ramieri); c) the data processing approach during the Polish MSP (Jacek Zaucha) 
(30 min) 

Ø Discussion: Lessons learned? (35 min) 
 
 

12.45-13.30 Cross-sectoral integration and synergies - Brainstorming 
Ø Brainstorming session among the members of the round table: where do you see critical 

points between sectors, where synergies, friction cases? Additionally very short 
presentations (á 5 minutes) related to practice examples will be provided by the experts 
(example of cross-sectoral integration in Belgium (Steven Vandenborre); friction 
cases/cross-sectoral integration in the Polish MSP (Jacek Zaucha) 

 
13.30– 14.30 Lunch 
 
14.30-15.45 Relation between terrestrial and maritime areas (topics for presentation: findings of the LSI 
workshop in Malta, practical examples, country approaches) 

• What are key questions of the Romanian inter-ministerial group? – Keynotes from involved 
authorities (15 min) 
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• Presentation: results of the LSI workshop (Susanne Altvater) (30 min) 
Ø Discussion: Lessons learned? (30 min) 

 
15.45 – 16.00 Coffee break  
 
16.00 – 16.30 Wrap-up of needs of the MSP authority in Romania 
Objective: To reflect on methods/key themes and outline next steps 
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13. Appendix 3 – Presentations 

No. 1 Introduction Round Table 

No. 2 Introduction to MSP approaches 

No. 3 Link between national and non-national strategies – Example Belgium 

No. 4 MSFD descriptors relevant for MSP 

No. 5 Results of the data study  

No. 6 Data for the national MSP process in Poland 

No. 7 Data for the national MSP process in Belgium 

No. 8 The Italian experience with cross-sectoral approaches 

No. 9 Results of the workshop on land-sea interaction (Malta, 2017) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The idea of the round table!

•  To provide up-to-date information of on-going 
research and existing good practices !

•  to exchange information between colleagues of 
the Romanian MSP authority, involved sectoral 
ministries and experts from other Member 
States!

•  Peer discussion: a discussion under colleagues 
to learn more about the way in other countries!
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The idea of the round table!

Specific needs have been identified beforehand:!
•  What is the relation between the national plan 

and other national/European regulations?!
•  How to extract relevant conclusions from a mass 

of raw data?!
•  How to integrate cross-sectoral aspects and 

analyse synergies or conflicts?!
•  What is the relation between terrestrial and 

maritime areas and how to interact with ICZM 
aspects?!
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Chatham House Rule!

‘When a meeting is held under this rule, 
participants are free to use the information 
received, but neither the identity nor the affiliation 
of the speaker may be revealed.’!

Ø  To encourage openness and the sharing of information!
Ø  It allows people to express view that may not be those of 

their organisations, and therefore it encourages free 
discussions.!
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Funded by: Lead Partner: Subcontractors: 

For any future questions, please 
contact us (info@msp-platform.eu)!

!
or have a look on the platform..!



Homepage 
 
•  Practical 

experiences 

•  Country 
information 

•  Sea Basin 
overview 

•  Funding 
opportunities 

•  News 

•  Upcoming events 

•  Twitter feed 

 

	

www.msp-
pla)orm.eu	



Team 
•  Central Office - Berlin 

•  Brussels Office 

•  Sea basin help-desks: 

•  Baltic Sea 

•  North Sea 

•  Atlantic Ocean 

•  East Med 

•  West Med 

•  Black Sea 

	

Submit a 
Question 
•  Response 

within 48 
hours 

•  Sea basin 
expert reply 

•  Integration 
with FAQ page 
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Introduction to MSP

Round table, Bucharest 15th Feb. 2018
Susanne Altvater, s.Pro
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Motivation for MSP

2	

Nature	Protec-on	

Emerging	uses	

Small	–	busy	spaces	

Offshore	Wind	

No	uses	so	far	



Offshore wind / new players


•  New use, small space

15 February 2018 / Round table on MSP in Romania / Susanne Altvater



Approaches of MSP

4	



1. Strategic 
planning: not 
many uses 
yet - Where 
are the ‘best’ 
places ?!
!
Example: Lithuania

5	 www.baltseaplan.eu	

Areas of special concern Priority (orange) no go areas (red) Areas already reserved by other uses 



2. Planning 
the whole 
area: many!
uses!
!
!
!
Example: 
Belgium

6	



3. Process - less !
    planning!

Source:	hFps://www.gov.uk/government/	
uploads/system/uploads/aFachment_data/	
file/325688/marine_plan_areas.pdf	

•  Example England!
 !
!
Ø Guidelines, rules !
    are framing the process!
Ø  Strong licensing system!
    for specific uses !



4. Which areas !
need a joint!
planning? !
Nested approach!

•  Example Scotland !
     !
!
Ø Hierarchy of plans!
Ø Regional and local !
    level responsible for!
    terrestrial planning!
Ø National structures !
    implement MSP!
Ø Not everything has!
    to be planned!
!
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with at lowest possible level

A formal pan-Baltic decision making 
body agrees, endorses and adapts 

common objectives and targets 
common objectives & targets

national structures established to 
implement msP translate 

commonly agreed objectives and 
targets for Baltic sea space into a 

spatial framework taking into 
ĂĐĐŽƵŶƚ�ƚƌĂŶƐŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů�ƉƌŝŶĐŝƉůĞƐ͘

The regional and local level 
integrate economic and spatial 

planning and are responsible for 
detailed territorial planning

responsibilit
y

A technical trans- 
national coordinating  
body implements  
the transnational 
decisions and ensures 
ƚŚĞ�ŶĞĐĞƐƐĂƌǇ�͞ĚĂǇ�ƚŽ�
day” cooperation and 
coordination (linked  
to transnational data,  
see next chapter) 

•  Mul--Level		
•  Nested	approach	



5. Extending !
the terrestrial plan!
into the sea!

•  Example Mecklenburg-!
    Vorpommern (Federal !
    State of Germany)!
 !
     !
!
Ø Create one holistic plan with !
    a common legal framework!
!



Homepage 
 
•  Practical experiences 

•  Country information 

•  Sea Basin overview 

•  Funding opportunities 

•  News 

•  Upcoming events 

•  Twitter feed 

 

	

www.msp-pla)orm.eu	
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And what about the Belgians… 
 

Black Sea round table on transboundary MSP 
15 February 2018 

 
Steven Vandenborre (Belgian Marine Spatial Planning Unit) 
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Topic 1 

 
 

Establishing a framework – link 
between national and non-national 

strategies 

2 
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MSP procedure 4 

preliminary draft MSP 

advisory committee 

draft MSP 

MSP  
by Royal Decree 

SEA (including consultation)       Socio-economic consultation 
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MSP content 
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Some techniques to weave  
the policy tapestry… 

•  Coordination of procedures 
 
•  Multi-use of data 
 
•  Involvement of units/persons in charge of other relevant policies 
 
•  Accomodation of potential evolutions of other processes 
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Contact details 
 

Steven Vandenborre 
Marine Spatial Planning Unit 

steven.vandenborre@milieu.belgie.be 
0032-(0)473/90.07.55 
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The European MSP Platform 

Funded by: Lead Partner: Subcontractors: 

MSP as a measure for achieving GES according to 
the MSFD

	

Black	Sea	Roundtable	on	MSP		
Bucharest,	15	February		
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MSP as a measure for achieving GES 
according to the MSFD!

Overview of the main drivers of change coming 
from maritime activities that are expected to affect 
the MSFD descriptors. The table distinguishes 
between:
•  Drivers potentially subject to spatial 

planning and the descriptors they are likely 
to influence (in bold) and

•  Drivers beyond the remit of MSP but with 
pressures that might need explicit 
consideration when developing plans
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Source:	A.	Gilbert	et	al.,	Marine	spa@al	planning	and	Good	Environmental	
Status:	a	perspec@ve	on	spa@al	and	temporal	dimensions,	2015		
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Source:	A.	Gilbert	et	al.,	Marine	spa@al	planning	and	Good	Environmental	
Status:	a	perspec@ve	on	spa@al	and	temporal	dimensions,	2015		



Analysis of Planners‘ Needs!

•  Review of MSP plans, relevant strategy reports from 
Member States, appointed MSP authority, intention to 
develop MSP plan!

•  Guiding questions:!
-  What do planners need to know at which stage of planning 

process?!
-  What data categories and data sets does this translate into?!
-  When/where do planners rely on their own or local knowledge?!
-  What are the key knowledge gaps?!

•  Overview of data and information categories and data sets, 
relationship with INSPIRE spatial themes!

•  Known data deficiencies and knowledge gaps!

1!
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!
•  Different styles of planning, different types of evidence!
-  Political pressure to make space for something, future is the starting 

point, versus!
-  What might be future needs, visualizing how space could be used, 

looking into the future!
•  Interpretation, each country has different resources!
•  Countries are using similar data categories!
-  Four broad types: environmental, (administrative) boundaries, human 

activities, socio-economic impacts of activities.!
-  Physical/biological/ecological layers/datasets mostly aligned with 

MSFD.!
-  Predominance of descriptive data, less analytical data included.!

General Outcomes!



Typical MSP Data Categories!

3!

Administrative Units!
•  Boundary data!
Activities and Uses!
•  Aquaculture!
•  Fishing!
•  Renewable energies!
•  Installations & infrastructure!
•  Maritime transport routes & traffic flows!
•  Ports!
•  Nature & species conservation sites & protected 

areas!
•  Military!
•  Raw material extraction areas!
•  Scientific research!
•  Submarine cable & pipeline routes !
•  Tourism and recreation!
•  Underwater cultural heritage!
•  Coastal defence!

Spatial policy!
Socio-economic data!
•  Human population!
•  Economic indicators!
•  Social indicators!
Physical/Chemical/Biological 
information!
•  Physical characteristics!
•  Types of habitat!
•  Biological characteristics!
•  Pressures and impacts!



Data Categories & INSPIRE!

4!

CATEGORY Examples for datasets commonly used 
in marine plans 

Relevant INSPIRE theme, numbers 
relate to Annex and subcategory 

ADMINISTRATIVE BORDERS  

Boundary data National Administrative units (1.4) 
 Regional Administrative units (1.4) 
 Local Administrative units (1.4) 
 Territorial water Administrative units (1.4) 
 EEZ Administrative units (1.4) 

ACTIVITIES/USES  

Aquaculture Designated aquaculture areas Agricultural and aquaculture facilities (3.9) 
 Potential aquaculture areas Agricultural and aquaculture facilities (3.9) 
Fishing Spawning and nursery areas Habitats and biotopes (3.18) 

 Fish migration routes Habitats and biotopes (3.18); Species 
distribution (3.19) 

 Inshore fisheries mapping  Production and industrial facilities (3.8) 
 VMS amalgamated density layers  Production and industrial facilities (3.8) 
 Number of vessels Production and industrial facilities (3.8) 
 Capacity of vessels Production and industrial facilities (3.8) 

 Vessels according to fishing method Production and industrial facilities (3.8) 
 Fishery harbours Geographical names (1.3) 
 Fish landings per harbour   
 Fish processing industry (location) Production and industrial facilities (3.8) 
 Gross added value (national)  

 …	more	

http://www.msp-platform.eu/sites/default/files/table_1_data_categories_.pdf
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Military Military training areas  Area management/restriction/regulation 
zones and reporting units (3.11) 

 Radar areas / military observation areas Area management/restriction/regulation 
zones and reporting units (3.11) 

 Munition disposal sites  Area management/restriction/regulation 
zones and reporting units (3.11) 

Raw material 
extraction areas 

Sand and gravel extraction areas (existing, 
potential) 

Production and industrial facilities (3.8), 
Mineral resources (3.21) 

 Natural gas extraction areas/concession 
areas  

Production and industrial facilities (3.8); 
Mineral resources (3.21) 

 Oil extraction areas /concession areas  Production and industrial facilities (3.8); 
Mineral resources (3.21) 

 Carbon capture and storage areas  Production and industrial facilities (3.8); 
Mineral resources (3.21) 

 Fracking Production and industrial facilities (3.8) 
 Coal mining     Production and industrial facilities (3.8); 

Mineral resources (3.21) 
 Other Production and industrial facilities (3.8); 

Mineral resources (3.21) 
Scientific research Research areas  Environmental monitoring facilities (3.7) 
 Measuring stations / networks Environmental monitoring facilities (3.7) 

Submarine cable & 
pipeline routes 

Telecommunication/Data cables in use Utility and governmental services (3.6) 

 Telecommunication/Data cables not in use Utility and governmental services (3.6) 
 High Voltage Cables Utility and governmental services (3.6) 
 Pipelines Utility and governmental services (3.6) 
Tourism & recreation Recreation and tourism areas  

 Marinas Geographical names (1.3) 
 Distribution of activities/sports   
 Distribution of tourists (bed nights)  

 

Data Categories & INSPIRE!



•  Most of MSP data categories we identified map 
onto INSPIRE spatial themes!

•  A few are difficult to map because either related 
INSPIRE theme is missing or just not obvious 
where they are best placed, e.g.!
-  Fishing!
-  Renewable energies!
-  Tourism!
-  Ports!
-  Spatial policy!

!
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Data Categories & INSPIRE!



MMO Evidence Strategy 2015 – 2020, Part 1:!

7!

Data Infrastructures Review!
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Data and information needs…!

Strongly depend on type of planning being carried out!
…similarities!
•  Countries are trying to do similar things: stocktaking,..!
•  Each step needs differnt inputs and types of data/

information!
•  Data categories used by MSP planners show many 

similarities!
!
...differences!
•  Scope of activities and sea uses, weight given to each 

sector in terms of diversity of data specified!
!
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Data and information needs…!

!
... Need for socio-economic data to go into MSP!
•  Data is badly compartmented, how to distinguish 

between terrestrial and marine data?

...linking MSFD and MSP data efforts!
•  Basis for implementing Ecosystem Based Approach
!
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Data and information needs…!

...moving from descriptive to strategic evidence!
•  Demand for actual data for MSP overestimated!
•  Building strategic evidence base!
•  Not what data but how to aggregate and interprete data!
!
... Need for spatial evaluation tools & exchange of practices!
•  Assessment, impact and conflict analysis!
•  Spatial dimension of future trends!
•  Future scenario planning!

11!



Data and information needs!

•  Common information gaps!
-  Analysis of commercial fisheries information …!
-  Cultural heritage and nature conservation …!
-  Recreation and tourism …!
-  Strategic assessment of cumulative effects!
-  Co-existence for marine planning and marine licensing!
-  Impact assessments and sustainability appraisals!
-  Impact displacement of activities over time!
-  Relationships between uses and ecosystems!
-  Assessing cause and effect, accumulation of impacts, risks!
-  Ecosystem service assessments!
-  Implementing full ecosystem approach!
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!
!
!

             Thank you!
!
Data study and further information available here:!
http://www.msp-platform.eu/faq/msp-data !

15 February 2018 / Round table on MSP in Romania / Susanne Altvater!



Transboundary SDIs – Initiatives!

1)  Adriatic Sea: ADRIPlan Data Portal – operational!
2)  Baltic Sea: BalticLINEs – in development!
3)  Black Sea: MARSPLAN – pre-development pilot!
!
Transboundary MSP data needs are different to 
national MSP data needs, different scope!
•  Coherence across boundaries, data harmonisation!
•  Language issues!
•  Political agreement!
•  Cooperation between local and regional interest groups!
!

14!



Polish	experience	on	data	
	and	on	cross-sectoral	

integra3on	in	the	Polish	MSP	

Jacek	Zaucha	

Institute for D
evelopm

ent 

Black Sea round table on MSP  
Bucharest 15th of Feb. 	

 



Mari&me	spa&al	planning	in	Poland			

First	dra;	plan	was	ready		in	May	2017	
	
	
	

Institute for D
evelopm

ent 



Institute for D
evelopm

ent 



Mari&me	spa&al	planning	in	Poland	
Data			



Mari&me	spa&al	planning	in	Poland	
Cross-sectoral	integra&on	



Mari&me	spa&al	planning	in	Poland	
Cross-sectoral	integra&on	

Key cross-sectoral problems 
1.  Defense versus  shipping, fishery, port 

development 
2.  Off-shore wind versus fishing (cables and  

navigation) 
3.  Tourism+ infrastructure  versus coastal 

protection 
4.  Tourism versus nature preservation  
5.  Fishing versus nature protection (not a 

spatial conflict!!!) 



Mari&me	spa&al	planning	in	Poland	
Cross-sectoral	integra&on	

Key synergies 
1.  Oil and gas extraction and mariculture 
2.  Off-shore wind and mariculture 



Data	gathering	

Poland	started	prepara3on	of	mari3me	spa3al	plans	in	
November	2013.	Inventory	was	ready		in	May	2015	
	
	
	

Key	task	is	to	diminish	conflicts,	open	sea	space	for	sustainable	uses	

http://www.umgdy.gov.pl/
wp-content/uploads/
2015/04/
INZ_Study_of_condition
s.pdf 



Inventory	-	gathering	of	data	and	informa3on		
-  Oceanographic	informa3on;	

-  natural	environment	;	

-  Geological	informa3on	(sediments,	deposits,	mineral	resources,	etc).		

-  Current	use	 of	 sea	 space	 (shipping	 routes,	 anchorage	 sites,	 cables	 and	 pipelines,	
areas	 of	 explora3on	 and	 extrac3on	 of	 mineral	 resources,	 the	 areas	 of	 cultural	
heritage,	dumping	sites,	military	areas,	fishing	grounds	and	areas	important	for	the	
conserva3on	of	commercial	fish	species,	areas	used	for	sports	/tourist/recrea3onal,	
ports	and	harbors).		

-  Knowledge	on	 the	 coastal	 areas	 (land	use,	 hydrography,	 roads,	 railways,	 tourism,	
popula3on	density,	administra3ve	division,	coastal	erosion);		

-  Local	 and	 regional	 spa3al	 plans,	 studies,	 strategies,	 programmes	 -	 in	 order	 to	
ensure	consistency	between	planning	land	and	sea.		

-  Interna3onal	and	na&onal	legisla&on	and	strategic	documents.		

-  The	results	of	the	relevant	projects.		

-  Planned	 and	 poten&al	 uses	 of	 marine	 areas	 (renewable	 energy,	 mining,	
mariculture,	etc.)		

-  Spa&al	analysis	



Inventory - gathering of data and information  



The	most	useful	informa&on	

• Borders 
• Bathymetry and geology 
• Coastal dynamics (erosion) 
• Ecosystem services (mainly provisioning one 
such as spawning grounds) 
• Existing uses (including protected areas,  
military training grounds, shipping routes fishing 
grounds, tourist hot spots etc.) 
• Planned development (strategies of ports, local 
terrestrial plans but also  request to the plan  
submitted by stakeholders ) 



The	most	useful	informa&on	

But also  
boundaries of EEZ 



The	most	useful	informa&on	

Boundaries matter but they also create 
problems in interpreting the situation (e.g. 
small versus big municipalities for instance for 
population density) 



The	most	useful	informa&on	



The	most	useful	informa&on	



The	most	useful	informa&on	



The	most	useful	informa&on	



The	most	useful	informa&on	



Valorisation of ecological importance Some Natura 200 
areas are less and some more valuable  

Ranking from 
1 to 10 



The	most	useful	informa&on	



The	most	useful	informa&on	



The	most	useful	informa&on	



The	most	useful	informa&on	



The	most	useful	informa&on	

Surprisingly 
not so 
important 



The	most	useful	informa&on	

Combining 
information!!! 

http://www.umgdy.gov.pl/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/INZ-
UM_Map3_Investment_plans.png 



Not	very	useful	informa&on	



The	most	useful	informa&on	

Net profit from fishing of big vessels (over 12 m long)  



The	most	useful	informa&on	

Oli platform 

Missing is density of the 
fishing routes of foreign 
vesels !!! 



The	most	useful	informa&on	

But of key importance was 
information that this tiny port 
plans to be developed to serve 
ships 150 m long 



The	most	useful	informa&on	



The	most	useful	informa&on	



The	most	useful	informa&on	



The	most	useful	informa&on	



The	most	useful	informa&on	



The	most	useful	informa&on	

Key information 
how they 
operate!!!! 



The	most	useful	informa&on	



The	most	useful	informa&on	

Limted use AREAS 



All important except 
wrecks (general 
solution) 
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Thank	you	for	aUen3on	
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And what about the Belgians… 
 

Black Sea round table on transboundary MSP 
15 February 2018 

 
Steven Vandenborre (Belgian Marine Spatial Planning Unit) 
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Topic 2 

 
 

Data 

2 
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role of stakeholders 

 
 
 

A lot of information is out there 
seduce stakeholders to share 
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role of stakeholders 

MSP 2014-2020 – EVALUATION process and plan 
 
 
•  Informal questionnaire on marine spatial planning process 

– HOW 

•  Informal questionnaire on marine spatial plan content  
     - WHAT 
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role of stakeholders 
MSP 2020-2026 – PREPARATION of the plan 
 
•  Informal questionnaire on marine spatial plan process and 

content  
 
•  Informal contacts on marine spatial plan content  
 
•  Formal consultation procedure on marine spatial plan 

content and on strategical environmental assessment (SEA) 
  
•  Other process – long term vision 2050 
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role of stakeholders 

MSP 2020-2026 – IMPLEMENTATION of the plan 
 
•  General - low threshold for contact / (annual) follow-up       

         meeting stakeholders (?) 
     

•  Articles / actions to be implemented – consultation /  
          lead (?) 

 
•  Realization of plans/projects – concession/permit/EIA 
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how to upgrade information 

•  Bond of trust   - ‘trust arrives on foot and leaves by  
      horseback’ 

 
•  Checks and balances  - check by other stakeholders and/or  

      independent check 
    - required degree of validation depends 
      on importance for MSP 

 
•  Smart planning   - ‘point of no return’ only when  

      information sufficiently mature 

  - flexible planning process   
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Contact details 
 

Steven Vandenborre 
Marine Spatial Planning Unit 

steven.vandenborre@milieu.belgie.be 
0032-(0)473/90.07.55 
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Starting the MSP process: Italian experience 
	

	
Round	table	on	MSP	in	Romania	
Bucharest,	15.02.2018	–	Emiliano	Ramieri	
	

Funded by: Lead Partner: Subcontractors: 



Project-based experiences 
	

Statutory MSP Process 
 

Legislative Decree 17 October 2016, 
n. 201, transposing the EU MSP 
Directive 

 

Decree of the President of the 
Council of Ministries of 1 December 
2017 approving guidelines for the 
elaboration of MSP plans 

	



Multi-level governance (I) 

•  Needed to deal with fragmented competences and multi-level actors 

•  Inter-Ministerial Coordination Table, chaired by the Department for European Policies of 
the Presidency of the Council of Ministries: (i) elaboration and updating of guidelines for the 
implementation of MSP and elaboration of MSP plans, (ii) identification of marine areas for 
MSP, (iii) definition of criteria for the identification of land areas relevant for LSI; (iv) 
assessment of coherence of the MSP plans with guidelines 

•  Competent Authority -  Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport: (i) analyze the existing 
planning framework, (ii) coordinate the information system supporting MSP, (iii) act as the 
interface with the EC, (iv) report to the Italian Parliament, (v) ensure stakeholder engagement, 
(vi) ensure cooperation with Members States and Third Countries, (vi) monitor the 
implementation of the MSP plan  



Multi-level governance (II) 

•  Technical Committee, coordinated by the Ministry of Infrastructure and 
Transport also involves representatives of: Ministry of the Environment and 
Protection of Land and Sea; Ministry of Agricultural Policies, Food and 
Forestry; Ministry of Economic Development; Ministry of Cultural Heritage 
and Tourisms; representative of the Regions 

•  The Technical Committee elaborates MSP plans for each of the area and 
according to the guidelines defined by the Inter-Ministerial Coordination 
Table, including SEA and evaluation procedures related to Natura 2000 
legislation 

•  Technical subjects to be involved? 



Nested objectives 

Main scope Strategic objectives Specific objectives 

Promote sustainable Blue 
Economy 
Promote sustainable use of 
marine resources 
Ensure protection of the marine 
and coastal environment 
through the EBA approach 
Properly consider LSI 
Strengthen transboundary 
cooperation with MS and Third 
countries 
 

Prevent use of conflicts and 
ensure good state of ecosystem 
services 
Increase investors confidence 
Improve coordination 
Improve coherence between sea 
and land planning 
Foster sustainable development 
of aquaculture through allocated 
zone for aquaculture (AZA) 
Promote sustainable fishery 
Promote sustainable tourism also 
limiting coastal urbanisation 
and more…………….. 

To be defined for each plan 
together with operational 
objectives, according to defined 
guidelines and criteria 
 
 



MSP is not a closed process 

Existing strategic, regulatory and 
planning framework, e.g.: national 
strategic plan of the ports and 
logistics; strategic plan for 
aquaculture 2014-2020; 
programme of measures to 
achieve GES (MSFD), etc. 

MSP Plans 
Integrated framework for sector 
plans which will define coherent 
objectives and sectoral actions. 



MG: Ecosystem Based Approach 

•  Main approach for MSP development, in coherence with 
MSFD goals 

•  Strategic level: GES definitions and related targets to be 
considered as part of MSP 

•  Functional level: SEA is the instrument to apply EBA within 
MSP 



MG: Geographic scope 

•  Marine waters (including waters, the seabed and subsoil) falling under national 
jurisdiction, i.e. territorial waters (about 81,500 km2) 

•  Coastal waters (according to WFD definition) and transitional waters, which are not 
part of urban and rural planning 

•  Three marine areas: Western Mediterranean Sea, Adriatic Sea, Ionian Sea and 
Central Mediterranean Sea 

•  Same of MSFD ones, also to rely on same environmental data and indicators 

•  MSP plans can identify sub-areas based on geomorphological, ecological,  
economic, socio-cultural, landscaping criteria (e.g. hot spots of conflicts or synergies) 



MG: Land Sea Interactions 

•  LSI definition “interactions in which terrestrial natural phenomena or human 
activities have an impact on the marine environment, resources and activities 
and interactions in which marine natural phenomena or human activities have 
an impact on the terrestrial environment, resources and activities” 

•  In first instance coastal municipalities are land areas to be considered for the 
analysis of LSI, but following specific geographic elements shall be 
considered: watershed affecting coastal dynamic, coastal and marine 
protected areas, UNESCO sites, coastal areas with high landscaping value, 
important coastal infrastructure with particular reference to port areas 

•  The management of LSI should take into account the interactions of planning 
processes and coherence of plans for land and sea areas (including ICZM) 



MG: Stakeholder engagement 

•  Ensured during MSP development, monitoring and implementation 

•  The technical Committee ensures engagement of a core set of 
institutional stakeholders and might be open to other public and 
private subjects 

•  The MSP dedicated  website will be the main tool for the larger 
stakeholder participation, plus other instruments, as meetings and 
public consultations 

•  To be implemented also through and within the parallel SEA process 



Process for MSP Plan elaboration 

MSP Plan 
elaboratio

n 

SEA 

Initial analysis:  existing framework, 
environmental status, vision, 

objectives, potential measures, 
actors 

Consultation with 
competent actors 

Draft version of the 
plan and of SEA 

documents 

Assessment of 
coherence with 

guidelines 

Public consultation, 
also at 

transboundary 
level 

SEA opinion Final Plan 
proposal 

Plan approval and 
publication – including SEA 

documentation 

Plan implementation and 
monitoring 

Plan revision 
(10 or less 

years) 
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Results from Conference ‘MSP 
and Land-Sea Interactions’ 
 
Black	Sea	Roundtable	on	MSP	
Bucharest,	15	February	2018	

	Funded by: Lead Partner: Subcontractors: 



LSI and the MSP Directive 

•  LSI	should	be	taken	into	account	 	(Art	6)	
•  Through	MSP	or	other	formal	or	informal	processes	
such	as	ICM	-	MSP	should	aim	to	promote	coherence	
with	other	relevant	processes	(Art	7)	

MSP	should	aim	to	integrate	the	mari@me	dimension	of	
some	coastal	uses	or	ac@vi@es	and	their	impacts	and	

ul@mately	allow	an	integrated	and	strategic	
vision’	(recital	16)	



LSI and the MSP Directive 



Name of presentation 
Name presenter 

A General Framework for Land Sea Interac(on	



Name of presentation 
Name presenter 

LSI issues!

Ø Context	maEers	
Ø 	Experience	of	LSI	issues	varies	between	 	 	
	countries	and	sea	basins	

Ø 	Different	physical	/	human	geography		
Ø 	Different	legal	/administraKve	arrangements	
Ø 	Cultural	norms	and	perspecKves	
Ø 	Experiences	of	small	islands	different	from					
that	of	large	countries	with	small	coastal	areas	



Name of presentation 
Name presenter 

Management of LSI through ICM initiatives!

15	February	2018	/	Round	table	on	MSP	in	Romania	/	Susanne	Altvater	



Name of presentation 
Name presenter 

Management of LSI through coordination of 
separate terrestrial and maritime spatial plans!

15	February	2018	/	Round	table	on	MSP	in	Romania	/	Susanne	Altvater	



Name of presentation 
Name presenter 

Management of LSI by extending a terrestrial 
planning area into a marine area!

15	February	2018	/	Round	table	on	MSP	in	Romania	/	Susanne	Altvater	



Name of presentation 
Name presenter 

LSI in the Black Sea!



Name of presentation 
Name presenter 

Different approaches!

•  Sub-national approaches to LSI 
§  Kymenlaakso region/FI
§  LSI within the Belgian MSP-ICZM process


•  National and sea-basin wide approaches to LSI
§  The Portuguese experience with ICZM
§  The Slovenian experience

The report is available here: 
http://www.msp-platform.eu/events/msp-conference-addressing-land-sea-interactions





